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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we show how to calculate the character table of the Hecke 
algebra in the title. In particular, we shall see that it is “almost” identical 
with the table obtained by just replacing q by q2 in the (suitably 
normalized) character table of the finite general linear group GL,(F,). 
Let F, be the finite field of q elements, G the general linear group 
GL,,(F,), and K the symplectic group Sp,,(F,). We denote by V the 
complex G-module induced from the trivial K-module. Then it is known 
(Klyachko [9]) that the corresponding Hecke algebra X(G, K), which is 
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isomorphic to the endomorphism algebra End,(V), is commutative, and 
that its natural basis (indexed by K\GjK) is in natural one-to-one corre- 
spondence with the set of conjugate classes of the finite general inear group 
GL,(F,). A conjecture [l] due to two of the authors (Bannai and Song) 
says that if one replaces q by q* in the values of an irreducible character 
of GL,(F,) whose degree is prime to q, then one gets, up to a normaliza- 
tion, the values of an irreducible character of X(G, K). (See also [2], 
where, among other things, a similar relation between the irreducible 
characters of Paige’s simple Moufang loop M(F,) and those of the special 
linear group SL,(F,) was established.) Concerning the irreducible charac- 
ters of GL,(F,), we have a beautiful theory due to J. A. Green [7] (see 
also [ 111). The purpose of the present paper is to develop a character 
theory of &?(G, K) which is in some sense similar to that of Green. In 
particular, we shall see that the above-mentioned conjecture is true. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we recall some known 
results on conjugate classes and irreducible characters of finite general 
linear groups. In Section 2, we review general results on commutative 
Hecke algebras and Klyachko’s results on the Hecke algebra X(G, K). We 
also prove an important result (Proposition 2.3.6) on the sizes of K-double 
cosets in G. In Section 3, we define the basic function XF [O] on X(G, K) 
for an arbitrary pair (T, 0) of a maximal torus T of GL,(F,) and a charac- 
ter 8 of T, and prove (Lemma 3.3.3) that XT [O] is a character of %‘(G, K) 
if 8 is “in general position.” In Section 4, we give the irreducible decomposi- 
tion (Theorem 4.1.1) of the induced character (1,)‘. The result shows that 
there exists a nice one-to-one correspondence between the irreducible 
characters of GL,(F,) and those of X(G, K). In Section 5, we prove a 
formula (Theorem 5.3.2) expressing the values of basic functions in terms of 
Green polynomials of GL,(F,). In Section 6, we give a simple algorithm by 
which one can write down the characters of &(G, K) as explicit linear 
combinations of basic functions. This, combined with the above-mentioned 
result in Section 5, enables us to calculate the character table of X(G, K) 
explicitly. See Theorem 6.6.1. 
Notation. Let n be a natural number. For a power q of a prime p, we 
denote by ny and nyr the p-part and p’-part of n, respectively, i.e., n4 is the 
highest power of p dividing n and nys = n. n;‘. For a set S, ISI denotes the 
cardinality of S. If r is a transformation of S, S, denotes the set of r-fixed 
points of S. Iffis a function on S, and T is a subset of S,f] T is the restric- 
tion off to T. If G is a group, H is a subgroup of G, and x is an element 
of G, then N,(H), Z,(x), and Cl,(x) denote the normalizer of H in G, the 
centralizer of x in H, and the H-conjugate class of x, respectively. As usual, 
C, R, Q, and Z denote the sets of complex numbers, real numbers, rational 
numbers, and rational integers, respectively. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES ON GENERAL LINEAR GROUPS 
Let k be the algebraic closure of a finite field F, of q elements. We denote 
by A the general linear group GL,(k) over k, and by A = A(F,) the one 
over F,. 
1.1. Here we collect some well-known results on the conjugate classes 
of the finite general inear group A. 
A partition is a finite non-increasing sequence 3, = (n,, &, . . . . A,) of non- 
negative integers &, called parts of ,I. We consider (A,, 1,, . . . . A,) and 
VI, 12, . . . . %,, 0) to be the same partition. The length 121 of 2 is defined by 
(11 = xi 2;. Let 9 be the set of partitions. For n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . we put 
Let B be the qth power map t + t” of k = F, into itself. We denote by 
O(M) the set of a-orbits in the multiplicative group M of k. For CI E U(M), 
the length of the a-orbit c1 is denoted by ICI/. We shall denote by $, the 
set of P-valued functions J on O(M) such that 
c I4 . IJ@)l = n. 
cxtO(M) 
We imbed 9X into 9& by putting 
if cc={l}, 
otherwise 
for 1 E Pn and c1 E O(M). The conjugate (resp. unipotent conjugate) classes 
of A are in natural l-l correspondence with 9n,y (resp. Pn). See [7, 111. 
(For n = 0, we understand that GL,(F,) = { 1 }.) For an element n of 9”,y, 
let a, be a representative of the corresponding conjugate class of A. If (a,), 
is the semisimple part of a,, its conjugate class corresponds to /i,Y E 9nn,y 
defined by 
A,(a) = (1 ‘n(r)‘), CI E U(M). 
The centralizer Z,((a,),) of (a,), has the following form: 
(1.1.1) 
Under an isomorphism (1.1.1) the unipotent part (a,), of a, goes to a 
unipotent element of n,, O(M, GL,,,,,,,(F,,.,) whose class corresponds to 
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(A(ff)I aGO ~l--L,O(M)%4(~),. For an element i, = ( 1”(‘)2’2(‘) ... ) of zl,, 
we have (see [17, IV]) 
Z,(QA) = n GL,v.,(F,) tx U(F,), (1.1.2) 
iz 1 
where U(F,) is a unipotent subgroup whose order is equal to qdcL’, d(A) = 
Cj(r,(l)+ri+,(A)+ ...)‘-C;Y~(~)~. By (1.1.1) and (1.1.2) we have 
ICl,(a,)l = IGL(F,)I n q+“““‘)). n GL,,,,,,,(F,I~I) -’ (1.1.3) 
atO I 
for n E PX,y. For a fixed A, let {a,, . . . . cr,> be the elements of O(M) such 
that ,4(ai) # (0). Then the number (1.1.3) can be considered as a polyno- 
mial in q whose coefficients depend only on lail and n(a,), 1 6 i< m. 
1.2. Here we review Green’s theory [7] on the irreducible characters of 
A = GL,(F,) in a form convenient for our purpose. 
Let k = F, and cr: k + k the qth power map as in 1.1. Then 0 acts on A 
so that A = A,. Let a~Cl,(a,,) (/i ~e~,,) be a fixed semisimple lement of 
A. We put 
c = Z,(a) 
and 
(see (1.1.1)). Let T, be a maximally split o-stable maximal torus of the 
algebraic group C. Then 
T, = (T,), 2: fl (F,;,,)‘“‘““. 
3LEO(M) 
We define the Weyl group W(C) of C by 
WC) = NcO’,)IT, = n S,n,z),. 
xtO(M) 
where S, denotes the symmetric group of degree m. Then [ 17, Chap. II] 
the C-conjugate classes of a-stable maximal tori of C are in natural l-l 
correspondence with the conjugate classes of W(C). If T is a o-stable 
maximal torus whose class corresponds to that of w E W(C), we write T as 
T,. We also write 
T,,. = V,,.),. 
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Such T,.‘s are called maximal tori of C. For example, if C = A (hence 
W(C) N S,), and WES, is of cycle type (e,, e2, . ..). then 
T,,. z n Fy:,. 
I 
Let V(C) be the set of unipotent elements of C. For U, u E V(C), we write 
Cl,(u) <Cl,(u) (1.2.1) 
if the Zariski-closure of Cl,(r) contains U. The unipotent conjugate classes 
of C are parametrized by 
If the class of UE V(C) corresponds to ((IA(a)l ~9c, then Cl,(u) is the 
unique maximal class with respect o the ordering (1.2.1). Such a u is called 
a regular unipotent element of C. (See, e.g., [4, 13.43 for a well-known 
interpretation of the ordering (1.2.1) in terms of partitions.) If u E V(C) is 
in the class corresponding to (%,), E PC, we define cpU to be the irreducible 
character 0, ‘pi, of W(C) N n, S,n(l,, . For example, if u is regular unipo- 
tent, cp, is the identity character. For a maximal torus T of C, let Q’,( .) be 
the Green function [ll, 6, 161 of C. The Green functions (QF> are real 
valued functions on V(C) satisfying conditions 1.2.2-1.2.5 below. Conver- 
sely, these four conditions determine {Q’,} uniquely. 
1.2.2. Q:(U) = Q’,(u’) if Cl,(u) = Cl,(u’). 
1.2.3. Q’,( .) = Q’-,( .) if T and T’ are C-conjugate. 
1.2.4. For a fixed UE V(C), let Q.“(U) be the class function 
w + Q;,(u) on W(C). Then Q.=(u) - qd@)(p,, is a real linear combination of 
QsC(u)‘s uch that 
Cl,(u) d Cl,(u). 
Here d(u) is the non-negative integer defined by 
d(u) = (dim Z,(U) - n)/2. 
In particular, if u,,~ is a regular unipotent element of C, then 
1.2.5. For U, v E V(C), we have 
IWC)l-’ 1 IT,>1 Q~,(u)Q;~(u)=O 
t4.t W(C) 
if Cl,(u) # Clc(o). 
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In fact, that QF( .)‘s satisfy these conditions can be seen, e.g., in [ 11, III; 
71 or in [16]. On the other hand, using 1.2.4 and 1.2.5, we can show the 
uniqueness of the set { QSC(u); UE V(C) modulo conjugacy} of class func- 
tions on W(C) by downward induction with respect o the ordering (1.2.1). 
It is also known that there exists a set of polynomials (“Green polyno- 
mials”) { Q:((U,); WE WC), (U E%l in an indeterminate t with 
integer coefficients independent of q such that 
if the class of u corresponds to (A,), E .Yc. 
Let T be a maximal torus of C, and 6’ a character of T. We define a class 
function {S[f?] on C by 
[;[O](su)= c Q;?/Tr(u) B(xsx-') (1.2.6) 
r;E C/Z(s) 
xvx ‘ET 
(see [7, Def. 4.11; 6, Th. 4.21) where s is a semisimple lement of C, u a 
unipotent element of Z(S) = Z,(S). (Here we identified C/Z(s) with a set of 
representatives of it.) Then we know [7, 61 that [F[tI] is a virtual charac- 
ter of C, and that 
i’,Cel(l)=Q~(l,=~(C)&(T) IWI,, 
=8(C)&(T) jC/TI q-N’C‘), (1.2.7) 
where c(D,) = (- 1)“‘D’ (s(D) = the split rank of D) for any algebraic 
F,-group D, and 
N(C) = (dim C - n)/2, 
We also know that any irreducible character of C can be written as a 
rational linear combination of [F[e]‘s. To state this result more explicitly 
in the case C = A, we need some notations. For each positive integer m, let 
M, be the multiplicative group of Fym. If I divides m, the norm mapping 
M, -+ M, gives a surjective homomorphism, hence defines an injective 
homomorphism Hom(M,, C x ) + Hom(M,, C ’ ). We define an infinite 
discrete group L by 
L = l& Hom(M,,, C x ). 
The qth power map ~7 acts on L. We have 
(L),m = Hom(M,, C x ) 
(see [ 11, IV, 11). Let O(L) be the set of o-orbits in L. For c1 E O(L), the 
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length of c( is denoted by ICI/. We shall denote by @j,, the set of partition- 
valued function Y on O(L) such that 
For c1 E O(L), let 8, be an element of Hom(M,,, , C ’ ) such that 
x= {d,, 0, (‘CT, . ..}. (1.2.8) 
Then, for YE @&, 0, 0 det is a (l-dimensional) character of GL,,,,,,(F,,,I), 
and 
HP=n 0,odet 
is a character of 
CY = n GL,,,,,,(F,I.I). 
We can identify C, with the centralizer of a semisimple lement of A (see 
(1.1.1)). Let ‘py be the irreducible character 
of the Weyl group 
of Cy. We put 
i* = I WVI -’ 1 (Py’(w) i”,CM Tw.1, (1.2.9) 
WE W(Y) 
where each T, (WE W(Y)) is chosen so that it lies in C,. This function 
does not depend on the choice of ea in (1.2.8). 
1.2.10. THEOREM [7]. If YE&~,,, (, is an irreducible character of 
A = GL,(F,) up to sign. The correspondence Y + k iy is a bijection between 
&“,, and the set of irreducible characters of A. 
1.2.11. For YE&&, we define YS E @*,, by 
Yu,(a) = (I YY(~)l L a E O(L). 
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Let [ = + cY (‘YE gn,,) be an irreducible character of A. The irreducible 
character [,Y of A defined by 
is called the semisimple part of [. Note that (c,), = [,. An irreducible 
character of A is said to be semisimple, if it is equal to its semisimple part. 
This definition agrees with the one given in [4, 8.41. In particular, an 
irreducible character -kc,,, of A is semisimple if and only if its degree is 
prime to q. In that case, the degree of f cY is equal to 1 A/C, 1 yf. In general, 
the degree [( 1) of an irreducible character c = + cY is equal to i,( 1) times 
the degree of a unipotent character of CY (see [7, Th. 14; 4, 12.91). 
1.2.12. Let G be the finite general inear group GL,,(F,), and Q the 
parabolic subgroup of G given by 
For an irreducible character [ of A, let 105 denote the one of Q defined 
by 
1.2.13. LEMMA. Let c = f c y ( YE &,) be an irreducible character of 
A, and + in (Q E .$j,,,) that of G contained in the induced character ([ 0 [)“. 
(i) The semisimple part +ia, of fin is uniquely determined from 
that of C. More explicitly, we have 
Q,(a) = (2 I Y(a)1 , a E O(L). 
In particular, Q(a) E 9$Yv(ll,, for any a E O(L). 
(ii) For any a E O(L), we have 
Q(a) G (Y(a)‘, Y(a)‘)‘, 
where, for 1, = (A,, &, . ..) E Pm, 1’ = (i’, , &, . ..) E Pm denotes the dual parti- 
tion of 2, 
2: = 1 {j; Ai 2 i}l, 
and (L, A) is an element of 9& given by 
and the ordering < is the natural ordering [ 111 on qQcrj,. 
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Proof Let T be a maximal torus of A, and 8 a character of T. Then 
TxT=((; ;)&;l,tT} 
is a maximal torus of G, and 
90 6: -e(t,)e(t,)Y t, E T 
is a character of T x T. By [7, Lem. 5.11, we have 
(i”,C~loi”,[~l)“=i”,,.Ceoel. 
Hence, from (1.2.9) we see that (i, @ cV)G is equal to 
IWY, Yu)l-’ ,~~ zy y) (CPY 0 ‘PY)~(~,~) (M’) i”,.C~,~,,,l T,,.l> 
where (Y, Y) is an element of @2,,,y defined by 
(K Y)(a) = (Y(a), Y(a)), c( E O(L). 
Part (i) of the lemma follows from this and (1.2.9). To prove (ii), we have 
only to know which irreducible characters of W( Y, Y) are contained in 
(~p~@(p~)~(~~~). But, if we define Y’E@:,,~ by 
Y’(a) = Y(u)‘, UE O(L), 
we have 
where sgn,, ylJ is the sign character of W( Y, Y). Hence an irreducible 
character qn (0 E @2,,, , Q, = (Y, Y),) of W( Y, Y) is contained in 
(CpYJOq,) W(y’.y’) if and only if qn, is contained in (cpVS @ CJI,,)~(~,~)). By 
a well-known criterion, this happens only if 
Q’(u) 2 (Y’(a), Y’(@)), 
which is equivalent to 
Q(N) d (Y’(a), Y’(a))‘, 
This proves the lemma. 
ci E O(L), 
u E O(L), 
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1.3. Let C be as in 1.2. For a maximal torus T of C, we define a 
function QF on V(C) by 
&%4= ICMu)l Q’,W Qc,U-‘> UE V(C). (1.3.1) 
1.3.2. LEMMA. (i) &(u) = OS(d) ifCl,(u)= Cl,(u’). 
(ii) e$( .) = Q’,,( .) if T and T’ are C-conjugate. 
(iii) For a fixed u E V(C), let e.‘(u) be the cfass function 
w + Q’,(u) on W(C). Then D.‘(u) - qetu) sgn w(c) 0 cp, is a real linear com- 
bination of &c(v)‘s such that 
Cl,(v) 6 Cl,(U). 
Here, cp,, is the character of W(C) defined in 1.2, and 
e(u) = dim Cl,(u)/2. 
In particular, 
(iv) For u, u E V(C), we have 
VW-’ 1 IT,,.I-l @&4&c,(4=0 
WE W(C) 
if Cl,(u) #Cl,(v). 
(v) Conditions (i)-(iv) determine the set {@} of functions on 
V(C) uniquely. 
(vi) For w E W(C) and (A,), EZ+, there exists a polynomial 
&E((&L)(t) with t zn eger coefficients independent of q such that 
Ep, = m(4Lh) (1.3.3) 
if the class of u E V(C) corresponds to (%,),. 
Proof: (i), (ii), (iv) By the definition (1.3.1) of @, we can prove 
these easily using 1.2.2, 1.2.3, and 1.2.5, respectively. 
(iii) In addition to 1.2.5, we know (see [ll, III, 73) 
IWC)l-’ c IT,,.1 Q~&)2=Iz,(u)l (1.3.4) 
w\‘E W(C) 
for UE V(C). By 1.2.4, 1.2.5, and (1.3.4) we see that the class function 
fu: w -+ I Twl Q;J4 - rd’“’ IZ,(u)l R,(W) 
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on W(C) can be written as a linear combination of {cp,; Cl,(u)>Cl,(u)j. 
Hence the function sgn,(,, Of, can be written as a linear combination of 
{Q; Cl,(v’) 6 Cl&u’)}. H ere U’ is an element of V(C) such that cp,, = 
sgn,(,, @ cpU. On the other hand, by (1.2.7) and (1.3.1), 
for u E V(C). Hence the function Q.‘(U) on W(C) can be written as a linear 
combination of {(p,,.; Cl,(u’) d Cl,(u’)}, and the coefficient of cp,, is 
4 N(C)-d(u) _ (dimC -- dimZC(u))/2 _ e(u) -4 -4 
Hence (iii) follows. 
(v) This can be shown by upward induction with respect to the 
ordering ( 1.2.1). 
(vi) It is easy to see the (unique) existence of rational functions 
Qz((&),)(t) satisfying (1.3.3). Assume that q is large so that there exists a 
19 such that [C,[t9] is irreducible up to sign. Then, for any x E C, r:(x) = 
ICl,(x)l {$[0](x).[$[0](1))’ is an algebraic integer. In particular for 
any UE VC), CtF(u) = i$(u) is a rational integer. Hence, by (1.3.3), 
&j(&),)(t) must be a polynomial. Since [Cl,(u)1 and Q’,(U) can be 
considered as polynomials in q with integer coefficients, and Q:( 1) is a 
manic polynomial in q, the coefficients of Qz((&),) must be integers. This 
proves (vi). 
1.3.5. Remark. The above lemma and its counterpart for Q’, 
mentioned in 1.2 can be formulated so that they are true for any finite 
reductive group C. 
2. PRELIMINARIES ON HECKE ALGEBRAS 
2.1. Let G be a finite group, and CC the complex group algebra of G. 
The character (lK)’ of G induced from the trivial character of a subgroup 
K is afforded by the G-module CGe with e = e(K) = 1 KI ~ ’ Eke K k. The 
Hecke algebra X = X(G, K) is, by definition, the subalgebra e. CG . e of 
CG. For general facts concerning Hecke algebras, we refer the reader to 
[S, Sect. 1 lD]. From now on, we assume that X is commutative, or 
equivalently, that (1 K)G is multiplicity-free. Let vi, q2, . . . . qd (d= dim, X) 
be the irreducible characters of G contained in (1 K)G. We extend each vi 
to a C-linear funtion on CG. Then the restrictions v1 I2, 1 < i < d, are 
the l-dimensional representations, or the irreducible characters, of #. In 
particular, 
vi(e) = 1, l<i<d. 
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Let 
G= fi KaiK (disjoint) 
j= I 
be the K-double cosets decomposition of G. For x E G, we put 
indx=H-indx=IKxK/KI=IK/(Knx ‘Kx)l 
and 
[x] = ind x . exe (E=@). 
The d-by-d matrix (qj( [ail)), which is independent of the choice of {a,} in 
(2.1.1), is called the character table of the Hecke algebra X. The primitive 
idempotent E,,, of 2 affording vi is given by 
~~,=v~(l) IG/W i si(Ca,p’l)qe. (2.1.2) 
/=l 
(2.1.1) 
This implies that the qi( [ai] )‘s satisfy the following orthogonality relations: 
Vi(l) IG/Kl-’ ,i, (inda,)-’ qi(Cajl) ~ACa,~‘l) 
1 
1 if i=i’; = 
0 if i#i’. 
(2.1.3) 
2.2. Let z be an automorphism of a finite group G. We put 
K=G, = {x~G;x’=x}. 
The following lemma is easy. 
2.2.1. LEMMA. (i) For x, y E G, we have KxK = KyK if and only if 
XX-~ (resp. x-*x) and yy-’ (resp. yP’y) are K-conjugate. Here xPr stands 
for (x-l)‘. 
(ii) For XEG, let indx=H-indx be as in 2.1. Then we have 
ind x= IK/Z,(xxP’)I = IK/Z,(x-‘x)1. 
(iii) Assume that T is involutive. Then (xx-~)~= (xx~‘)~‘. In 
particular, Z,(XX~‘) is z-stable, and Z,(xx-‘) = (Z,(xx -‘)),. 
2.3. Now we take G to be the general linear group GL,,(F,) of degree 
2n over a finite field F,. We define the involutive automorphism r of G by 
xT=J-I(tx)-‘.r, XEG, (2.3.1) 
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where ‘x is the transposed matrix of x and 
J= 
with l,, the identity matrix of degree n. We put 
K=G, 2: Spzn(Fc,), (2.3.2) 
and 
A= ~Gx~GL(F4) ( ‘v GL(F,)) (2.3.3). 
If n = 0, we understand that G = K= A = { 1 ). 
2.3.4. LEMMA (Klyachko [9]). Let (a, ; A EY~,~} be a set qf repre- 
sentatives of the conjugate classes of A (see 1.1). 
(i) For a E A, KaK = Ku,, K if and only if a is conjugate to a,, . 
(ii) G=UA.pn,yK~.4K. 
A standard argument (due to I. M. Gelfand) shows that the above lemma 
implies the following: 
2.3.5. THEOREM (Klyachko [9]). The Hecke algebra 2 = &‘(G, K) is 
commutative. In other words, the induced character (1 K)G is multiplicityYfree. 
In general, if S is an infinite set of powers of primes, and D is a quantity 
defined for F,, q E S, and D can be expressed as a rational function in q 
with coefficients independent of q, then we shall write 
D 4 - Y2 
for the quantity obtained from D by the formal replacement q -+ q2. For 
example, we can consider ICl,(a,,)l,,,z, n ~9”~~ (see (1.1.3)). The main 
result of this subsection is: 
2.3.6. PROPOSITION. For A E YR,,, we have 
X-inda, = JCla(an)ly+y2. 
Proof. By 2.2.l(ii) and the Jordan decomposition of a, we get 
ind a,, = IKl IZKcs,(uupr)I ‘, (2.3.7) 
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where s= (u,,),~, U= (a,),, and K(s) =ZK(ssm*). In particular, when a, is 
semisimple, i.e., when n = A, (see 1.1) we have 
ind a, = llyl IZK(u,(a,)~7)l -‘. (2.3.8) 
Moreover. we can show 
(2.3.9) 
if /1= /1,. To prove this, let G be the general linear group GL,,(k) over 
k = F,, and r, K, and A the objects defined as in (2.3.1), (2.3.2), and (2.3.3), 
respectively, by using k instead of F,. Then ~,,(a,, ) ’ is K-conjugate to a 
diagonal element. Hence, it is easy to see that 
z,(~/!(~,)rr) = (Z,(a/l(u/l) ‘)I, 
= n C&w WI)‘“‘. 
*so(M) 
(2.3.10) 
Since Z,(u,(u,))‘) = Z,(u,(u,)- ‘),, we get (2.3.9) by observing how the 
(4th power) action of 0 on the left hand side of (2.3.10) is converted to that 
on the right hand side. We omit the details. By (2.3.8), (2.3.9) and (1.1.3), 
we see that the proposition holds when a, is semisimple. Moreover, by 
(2.4.1) below, to prove the proposition for a general a,,, we can assume 
that a, is unipotent, i.e, that n = 2 = (Ai, I,,, . . . . J*,)ES$. Then X= 
ai, -’ - l,, is a nilpotent matrix, for which one can find a set {e,, el; 
1 d i, j d S} of vectors of V = k2” with the properties 
ui.j{Xie,, X’el; O< j<n;-1) is a basis of V; 
and 
(X’e,, Pe,), = (Fe:, X”ei), =O, 
where ( ., )J is the skew-symmetric bilinear form on V associated with the 
matrix J. If Y is a linear transformation which commutes with X, then we 
can write 
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Ye;= i 
/=I 1 
c (cij,,Xhej + ci,,JPel) 
maxlO.i, 2,) < h < 2, I 
, 
ye:= i c (d;jhXhej + di,,,Pel) , 
,=I max(O,i, &) < h c 2, 
with cdh, cbh, d,, dij,+ E k. Let Z,(X), be the subgroup of Z,(X) which 
consists of the elements YE Z,(X) such that 
Ye,= C (Cijoe, + Cijoei 1 
:I</2J;i,=i,) 
and 
Then we have 
Ye: = c (d,,ei + d:,“e,!). 
{I</< ,,;.,=I.,] 
if I = (1 ‘I(‘), 2r2(‘), ...). We also have 
z,(a,(a,)--r) = Z,(X) = Z,(X), K u, 
where U is the unipotent radical of the algebraic group Z,(X). See [ 17, 
IV, Sect. 1). These results imply that 
Z,(a,(aj,)--‘) = Z,(X) = Z,(X), K (K n U) 
(ZdW, = K n -WJ’),), 
and that 
Hence we get 
Iz,(aj,(u,)--‘)I = IZ,(X)l =q”“’ ;F, ISP2,,,,(F,)I9 
where c(A)= dim K n U. This formula, (2.3.7) and (1.1.2) imply that the 
equality in the proposition holds up to a power of q. Hence, to complete 
our proof it is enough to show that 
dim K -dim Z,(u,(u,) -‘) = 2(dim A -dim Z,(u,)). (2.3.11) 
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But, by (1.2.4) we see that the right hand side is equal to 
(dim G-dim Z,(U,(U,)~‘)}/2. 
Hence (2.3.11) is equivalent to 
dim K -dim Z,(X) = {dim G -dim Z,(X)}/2. (2.3.12) 
By our calculation of Z,(X) and Z,(X), we see that both sides of this 
formula depend only on 2 and do not depend on the characteristic p of k. 
Hence it is enough to prove this assuming p $0 (or assuming p = 0). Let 
9 (resp. R) be the Lie algebra of the algebraic group G (resp. K). Then the 
automorphism r of G induces an involutive automorphism of 9, which will 
also be denoted by t. We have A = pr and z(X) = -X. Hence, by a general 
result of Kostant and Rallis [ 10, p. 770, Prop. 51 (a proof can also be 
found in [8, (3.1.6)(vii)]), we get 
dim[/, X] = (dim[g, X1)/2, 
from which (2.3.12) follows. This completes the proof of Proposition 2.3.6. 
2.3.13. Remark. We denote by P the subset (xx .-‘; XE G} of G, and 
by V(P) the set of unipotent elements of P (see [14]). Let V(A) be the set 
of unipotent elements of A. Then, by 2.3.6, we have 
I W’)(F,)I = I W)(F,)I,+,~. 
Since we know (see, e.g., [ 17, III, 1.201) that 
IVA)(F,)I=q dimV(A)- n2-n -q , 
we get 
IW)(F,)I=q dlmV(P) _ 2(n*-n) -4 . 
This answers the question posed in [8, p. 5871 in the present case. 
2.4. Let a~Cl,(a,) (/i ~9~~~) be a semisimple element of A. We 
consider the Hecke algebra 
SF(a) = xqZ,(aa-‘), z,(acr)). 
By (1.1.1) and (2.3.9) we get a natural isomorphism 
Hence, Lemma 2.3.4, Theorem 2.3.5, and Proposition 2.3.6 can easily be 
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generalized to the present case (by replacing G, K, and A with Z,(aa ‘), 
Z,(aa-‘), and Z,(a), respectively). 
2.4.1. LEMMA. Let s be a semisimple element qf A, and u a unipotent 
element qf Z,(s). Then we have 
.% - ind su = (X - ind s)(.#(s) - ind u). 
This follows from 2.2.1 (ii) (see (2.3.7)). 
3. BASIC FUNCTIONS ON THE HECKE ALGEBRA X(GL,,(F,), Sp,,(F,)) 
The main purpose of this section is to define basic functions x$ [e] on 
the Hecke algebra X = X(G, K) (G = GL,,,(F,), K= Sp,,(F,)), and prove 
some of their properties. 
3.1. Let a be a semisimple element of the subgroup A of G defined in 
(2.3.3), and .f the Hecke algebra X(a) defined in 2.4. We put 
G(Y) = Z,(aa ‘), K(9) = Z,(aa ‘) 
and 
A(9) = A n G(Y) = Z,(a), 
so that Y=X’(G(j), K(9)). The double cosets K(S)\G(Y)/K(.P) are in 
natural l-1 correspondence with the conjugate classes of A(X). Let R 
(resp. R(9)) be the subgroup of G (resp. G(X)) consisting of all the 
elements of the form 
where I is an upper-triangular nilpotent n-by-n matrix over F,. For X, 
YE A(Y), we put 
m;4 I’ = I{r~R(~);~r(~r)-~~Cl,,.,,(xx-‘))l. 
3.1.1. LEMMA. (i) The number rn,’ ‘i, .,, depends only on the classes 
Cl a~.g~b) and CIAt.F,(~). 
(ii) ms =0 if the semisimple parts of x and y are not x[. ”
A(9)-conjugate. 
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(iii) Let s be a semisimple element of A(4), and u, v unipotent 
elements of Z(s) = Z,(,, js). Then 
m:L,. = lAWl(Z(s)l, m$:“, 
where 9(s) = H(Z,(,,,(ss-‘), Z,,,,,(ss ‘)) = H(as). 
(iv) Let x, y be elements of A(X). Then m.f3.1 #O. Moreover 
rn,:,,. =0 unless y is contained in the Zariski-closure of C1,(,F,(x) 
(A(4) = Z,(a)). 
Proof: For simplicity of notations, we consider here only the case 
when a = 1 (hence .f = X). But, as will be clear, the general case can be 
proved completely similarly. 
(i) Let ~EA and rER. Then yr(yr)-‘=y,v-‘+(rr-‘-l,,). 
Moreover, for h E A, we have 
bb’(yy!4”rr~‘)(bb’)~’ = byb -‘(bybF’)-’ (bb’r)(bb’r)-‘. 
Since bb’r(bb’r) - ’ = r’(r’) -’ for some r’ E R, we see that, for a fixed x, rncj 
depends only on Cl,(y). That, for a fixed y, m<, depends only on Cl,(x) 
follows from 2.2.1(i) and 2.3.4. 
(ii) Let s (resp. t) be the semisimple parts of x (resp. y). Then the 
semisimple parts of X.Y-’ (resp. yr( yr) mm’ (r E R)) is ss- ’ (resp. is conjugate 
to ttpT). Part (ii) follows from this fact. 
(iii) For a fixed semisimple lement s of A, let R, = Z,(ss-‘). Then 
there exists a subgroup R, of R such that R can be written as a direct 
product R, . R,. Let r = rl r2 (ri E R,) be any element of R. Then svr(svr)pT 
is G-conjugate to (ss~T)(vv~T)(rlr;r). Hence we have 
m& = IR, I rn:::” = IA/Z,(s)l, rnzi:“, 
as required. 
(iv) Suppose rnz) # 0. Then there exists an element r of R such that 
uu-7 is G-conjugate to yr( yr) pT. Let X be the nilpotent matrix such that 
yr(yr)-‘= yy-‘+ X. Then yy--‘+ Xis CL,,(k)-conjugate to yy-‘+ CX for 
any cEk”. (Recall k=F,.) Henceyy ’ is in the closure of Cl,(xx ‘). 
This is equivalent to saying that y is in the closure of cl,(~). This proves 
the second statement of (iv). The first one is trivial. 
3.2. Let T be a maximal torus of A contained in A(9), and 8 a charac- 
ter of T. Let i”,‘~“[e] be the virtual character of A(9) defined in 1.2. We 
define the basic function xc [tI] -on 4 by 
&C~l(CXl)= 1 rn.:,W(IAT’“)[e])(?l), XEA, (3.2.1) 
I’E A(J) 
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where [x] = 9 - ind x . e(K(.Y)) xe(K(Y)) E 9. Here we used the following 
notation: if c is a function on a group H and [( 1) # 0, then w(c) is the 
function on H defined by 
dMh)=i(h)1(1) ‘t h E H. 
As we shall see, the role of basic functions x,g [fI] in the character theory 
of the Hecke algebra 9 is quite analogous to that of [$“[B]‘s in the 
character theory of the group A(Y). For example, the next result can be 
compared with (1.2.6). 
3.2.2. LEMMA. Let 9, T, 8, . he as above. Let s be a semisimple 
element of A(Y), and u a unipotent element of Z(s)=Z,(,~,(s)=A(4(s)). 
Then we have 
x c x:$Y&]([u]) B(xsx-1). 
YEA(.I)/Z(,) 
‘J.X -‘ET 
(See (1.2.7)for the notation E( .).) 
Proof. By 3.l.l(i)(ii), we have 
where V(Z(s)) is the set of unipotent elements of Z(s). By 3.l.l(ii)(iii), 
(1.2.6), and (1.2.7), the right hand side is equal to IA(Y)/Z(s)l: IZ(s)l --I 
s(A(Y)) E(Z(S)) times 
as required. 
3.3. Our next task is to show that the basic function x,,” [0] is an 
irreducible character of the Hecke algebra 9 if 8 is “in general position.” 
For simplicity of notations, we formulate and prove the results only in the 
case 9 = X; the general case can be treated completely similarly. 
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Let c be an irreducible character of A. We define an element hi of 
#=X(G,K)=e.CG.e by 
(See 3.2 for the notation o(c).) Let Q be the parabolic subgroup of G 
consisting of the elements of the form 
where a, b, and c are n-by-n matrices over F,. We denote by c@i the 
irreducible character 
of Q. 
3.3.2. LEMMA. rf the induced characters ((0 [)” and (1,)’ have 
exactly m irreducible constituents qI, qz, . . . . ye, in common, then we have 
with some ci E C. Here E,, is the primitive idempotent of I? corresponding to 
vi in the sense of 2.1. 
Proof We consider the central primitive idempotent 
of CQ corresponding to [@ [. It is clearly enough to show that ef;e is a 
constant-multiple of hg. To see this, we first note that 
yr + yr(yr)-‘, yeA,r~R 
is a bijective map from AR to the set {xx-‘; x E Q}. Using this fact and 
2.2.1(i), we see that efre is a constant-multiple of 
1 
YEA 
{ =FQT (CO i)((.v-z)~ ‘)} eyre, 
reR 
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But, for a fixed yr E AR, 
1 (L’Qi)((yrz)F’)= WI c L’(‘u ‘)C’(~Y~‘) 
:tQ, 0 t A 
= IRI IAl o(i)(y--‘). 
Hence, &e is a constant-multiple of 
which is equal to h; by 2.2.1(i) and 2.3.4. This proves the lemma. 
3.3.3. LEMMA. Let Irr(A) he the set of irreducible characters of A. For 
an element c qf Irr(A), let h; be the element of .Z defined by (3.3.1). 
(i) Let [, and iz be elements of Irr(A). If the semisimple parts (see 
1.2.11) of [, and i2 are distinct, then h;,hc2 =O. 
(ii) {hi; [EIrr(A)} is u basis of X. 
(iii) Let lo be a semisimple irreducible character (see 1.2.11) of A. 
Let [, be an element of 
Irr(A; iO) = {i E Irr(A); i,s = CO}, 
where [, is the semisimple part of [. Let n be a common irreducible con- 
stituent of (<Q[)” and (lK)G, and E,, the idempotent of 2 corresponding to 
v]. Then E, can be written as a linear combination qf (h,; [ E Irr(A; c,)}. 
(iv) Let T be a maximal torus of A, and 0 a churacter of T. Assume 
that +c”,[f9] (see 1.2) is an irreducible character of A. Then the C-valued 
function $ [e] on 2 defined by (3.2.1) is un irreducible character qf 2. 
Proof (i) By our assumption and 1.2.13(i), the induced characters 
(ii Qci)G, i= 1, 2, have no irreducible constituent in common. Hence (i) 
follows from 3.3.2. 
(ii) By 2.3.4, we have 
dim, 2 = jIrr(A)I. 
Hence, it is enough to show the linear independence of 
(i), this is reduced to show the linear independence of 
{h,; i E WA; id} 
{A,; i E WA)}. BY 
(3.3.4) 
for any semisimple irreducible character co. (For the definition of 
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Irr(A; co), see the statement of the part (iii).) Suppose this is not true. Then 
there exists a non-trivial linear relation 
c cihr = 0 
with cc EC. In particular, we have 
where V(A) is the set of unipotent elements of A. Hence, using 3.1.1 (iv) and 
the induction on the partial ordering (1.2.1) on the unipotent classes of A, 
we see 
But this cannot be true, because by (1.2.9) the restrictions of the elements 
of Irr(A; co) to V(A) are linearly independent. Hence (3.3.4) must be 
linearly independent. This proves part (ii). 
(iii) This follows from (ii) and 3.3.2. 
(iv) Since the irreducible character c = f c”, [O] is semisimple, and 
Irr(A; [) = ([}, we see from (iii) that h, is a constant-multiple of a 
primitive idempotent of A?. Hence, by comparing (3.3.1) with (2.1.2), and 
by observing that $[O](e)= 1, we get (iv). 
3.4. For !PE&‘~,~, let W(V), (pp, and Op be as in 1.2. Using these 
notations, we define a function jY on 2 = X’(G, K) by 
where Y’ E gR,, is defined by Y’(E) = Y(a)‘, cr E O(L). 
3.4.2. LEMMA. Let [ = + cY ( YE $,) be the irreducible character of 
G defined in 1.2, and h, the element of 2 defined by 3.3.1. Then 
h, =1(l)-’ c ip(Cai’l) ea,e. 
A E :Pn,y 
Proof: By (1.2.9), we have, for A E PD,y, 
48, ‘129’2-6 
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=i(llp’ C mL,,, lW(Y)lp’ 
.yt A 
Hence, the lemma follows from the definition (3.3.1) of h;. 
3.4.3. LEMMA. Let [ = + co (@ E $l,,) be an irreducible character of A. 
We put (a)= { !PF/E&~,~; Yy, = @,, } (see 1.2.11). Let q be a common 
irreducible constituent of ([ @ [)” and (1 K)G. Then the corresponding charac- 
ter q ) 2 of SF can be written as 
for some c(q, Y) E C. 
Proof This follows from 3.4.2, 3.3.3(iii), and (2.1.2). 
Lemma 3.4.3 shows that in order to calculate the character table of the 
Hecke algebra 2 = &‘(G, K) the following two problems have to be 
solved :
(1) Determine the values {x.,” [B]([an])}ney~,, of the basic 
functions. 
(2) Determine the coefficients c(q, Y) in (3.4.4). In Section 5, we 
show that the problem (1) has a nice solution in terms of Green polyno- 
mials, which are also fundamental in the character theory of finite general 
linear groups (see Section 1). In Section 6, we discuss problem (2), and 
show that thee exists a nice inductive algorithm to determine c(r], YUys. For 
both of these purpose, we need to know the irreducible decomposition of 
(1 K)G. This is the topic treated in the next section. 
4. DECOMPOSITION OF THE INDUCED CHARACTER (1,)” 
4.1. Let G = GL,,(F,) and K= Sp,,(Fy). By 2.3.5, we know that the 
induced character (lK)G is multiplicity-free. The next theorem gives its 
irreducible decomposition. 
4.1.1. THEOREM. Let Q: O(L) -+ P be an element of .!@.,,, (see 1.2 for 
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this notation). Then the irreducible character +c, (see 1.2.10) of G is 
contained in (1 K)G if and only if Q is even; i.e., all the parts of Q(cr) are even 
for any a E O(L). 
4.1.2. Remark. Our proof of 4.1.1 given below was partly inspired by 
a proof [15, Ex. 2.21 (due to G. D. James and J. Saxl) of the (well-known) 
“Weyl group version” of 4.1 .l. In [ 15; Prop. 3.21, a part of 4.1.1 is proved 
by a method different from ours. 
4.2. To prove 4.1.1, we first observe that the number of even elements 
of @2:,,, is equal to the number of irreducible constituents of ( l,)G or, 
equivalently, to the dimension of the Hecke algebra &’ = X(G, K). In 
fact, if 
@: O(L)3a+ (@(a)1, @(cl)z, ...)E9 
is an element of @n.,, we can define an element 2@ of c&:,,, by 
69)(co = P@(a),, 2@(a),, . ..I. c1 E O(L). 
Hence, the number in question is equal to l@n,,al, hence to IYn,yl, which is 
equal to dim 2 by 2.3.4. Thus, for a proof of 4.1.1, it is enough to show: 
4.2.1. Let !C?E@&,,,. The irreducible character kc, of G is not 
contained in (1 K)G if Q’is not even. 
4.3. For a proof of 4.2.1, we prepare three lemmas. To state the first 
one, we put 
Gz = G, n G; N GL,,p2(Fq), 
and 
K2 = (G,), = G, n K 2: Sp,,AF,). 
Then it is easy to see that 
G=G,K. 
Hence, by Mackey’s theorem, we have 
4.3.1. LEMMA. (1K)GIG1=((1K2)G2)GI. 
We also need the following two lemmas. 
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4.3.2. LEMMA (Thoma [ 181). Let fl (resp. A) be the irreducible charac- 
ter of GL,(F,) (resp. GL, ~ ,(F,)) corresponding to 0 E &,y (resp. 
AE8 mxl,y). Then the multiplicity [BIGLmp,(F,):i] = [AGLmcFq):Q] is
equal to 
where,fory=(y,,y, ,... )and6=(6,,6, ,... )EY, 
f(r, 6)= 
{ 
fi (h/+1) if ly,-6,1<1,foralli, 
d=’ 
0 if ly,-6,[>2,forsomei. 
Here 1, is the number of indices i such that y, = 6, = d. 
4.3.3. LEMMA. Let Q E @j:,.,. If the irreducible character kc, of G is 
contained in (lK)‘, then IsZ(a)l is even for any CLE O(L). 
Proof By 3.3.2 and 3.3.3(ii), we see that any irreducible constituent 
of ( l,)G is contained in ([O [)” f or some irreducible character < of A. 
Hence the lemma follows from 1.2.13(i). 
4.4. Proof of 4.2.1. We prove this by induction on n. When n = 0, i.e., 
when G = K= { 1 }, this is trivial. By the induction hypothesis, we have: 
4.4.1. An irreducible character c of G2 is contained in (lKJG* if and 
only if [ = fin for some even /1 E ,$:, ~ z,y. 
4.4.2. We assume: there exists an element Q of @,,, such that .Q is 
not even, and that the corresponding irreducible character *ia of G is 
contained in (1 K)G. We define an even integer l(Q) b 2 by 
l(Q)= C ICC1 I{i;Q(U)iE22+ 1}1, 
ZEO(L) 
where we write Q(N) = (Q(a),, Q(U),, . ..). We fix an element /I,, of O(L) 
such that I/?,, =1(Q)- 1. We define E*E@~~-~(~),~ and EE&$-,,~ by 
if Q(U), E 22, 
otherwise, 
and 
if (a, i)= (h, 1) 
otherwise, 
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for a E O(L) and i = 1, 2, 3, . . . . By 4.3.2, the irreducible character kc, of 
G, = GL- I@-,) is contained in fin 1 G,. Hence, by 4.3.1 and 4.4.1, it 
must be contained in (&c,)“’ for some even A E @‘“-2,y. Then, by 4.3.2, 
I/i(m), -E(a),1 d 1 for any (CC, i). Since A(U), is even for any (~1, i), and 
E(a), is even if and only if (~1, i) # (PO, l), such A E ?J$.:,- 2,y must be equal 
to AZ”* l @2:,-r(a,,q defined above. Hence we have I(Q) = 2. By this equality 
and 4.3.3, we see that there exists an element CI~ of O(L), and positive 
integers i,, j, such that 
(a) laoI = 1, i. <A, 
(b) Q(cc)~ E 22 unless (a, i) = (CC,, io) or (a,, jO), and 
tc) Q(aCl)i~, Q(c(0),, E 2z + 1. 
4.4.3. First we consider the case when sZ(cr,), = 1 or, equivaiently, 
the case when Q(a), = 1 for some (a, i). Let l7 be an element of Pz:nP,,y 
defined by 
n(a)i = 
0 if (6 4 = (Q, AJ, 
WE)i otherwise. 
Then, by 4.3.2, the irreducible character &in of G, is contained in 
kin 1 Gr . Hence, by 4.3.1 and 4.4.1, it must be contained in (+[,,)‘I for 
some even A E P&:, _ z,y. By 4.3.2, such a A is unique and given by 
A(a), = Q(a), - 1 if (a, 4 = (a,, d or (h jd, 
n(“l)i otherwise. 
Hence, by 4.3.1, we must have 
But, by 4.3.2 and the definitions of A and l7, we have 
which contradicts to the above inequality. Hence SZ(M)~ # 1 for any pair 
(4 iI. 
4.4.4. Let m(Q) be an integer b2 defined by 
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Let y0 be an element of O(L) such that lyOl =m(C?- 1. Let t, 3 1 be the 
minimum number such that Q(Y,),~ =O. We define @E P,,- ,.y by 
if (a( = 1 and O(a), #O: 
if (a, 4 = (yo, kA 
otherwise. 
Then [f[aIG,:+[,]#O. Hence [(+i,)“‘:+1,]#0 for some even 
A l %:,-2,q. By 4.3.2, such A is unique and given by 
A(a), = 
Q(a), - 1 if (6 4 = (Q, 4 or (G, Ad, 
Q(@); otherwise. 
Note that, by 4.4.3, @(cx,)~, ( = ~Z(CQ,),, - 1) # 0 and @(a,), ( = Q(Cr,), - 1) 
~0. Hence, by 4.3.2, we have 
where e= 3 or 4 according to whether Q(c(,), =~Z(CC,)~,, or Q(a,), # 
Q(acJj,,. Hence there exists an Q* E @z,,y different from s2 such that f Cn* 
is contained in (1 K)G and that 
If 52* is even, we see that Q*(a), = @(a); if and only if A(E), = @(M)~. This 
means that 
which contradicts to the second inequality in (# ). Hence Q* is not even. 
Thus ,Q* satisfies the same conditions which were imposed on Sz at the 
beginning of 4.4.2. 
4.4.5. We claim: if Q(a), = 0 and (a, i) # (yO, to), then Q*(E), =O. In 
fact, if a(~)~ =0 and (CC, i) # (yO, to), then @(E)~ =O. Hence, by 4.3.2, we 
have Q*(a), =0 or 1. But, by 4.4.4 and 4.4.3, Qua # 1 for any (a, i). 
Hence we get the claim. 
4.4.6. By 4.4.2 and 4.4.4, the partitions Q(a) and Q*(a) are even if 
1~1 # 1. Hence, by 4.3.2, O*(a), = @)(~r)~ =sZ(a)i if /cl] # 1 and (a, i) # 
(yo, to). Hence we have 
,J, Q(a)i =S2*(Y0)ro + C a*(a)i. 
III = 1 
(%l)f(YO.~O) 
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4.4.7. By 4.3.2, [Q*(E), - @(a)il < 1 for any (~1, i). Hence if Ial = 1 
and Q(a), # 0, we have 
0 <Q(n), - Q*(a), < 1. 
4.4.8. If SZ*(Y~),~ = 0, then 4.4.5, 4.4.6, and 4.4.7 imply that 52 and Q* 
must coincide, contrary to our assumption. Hence Q*(y,),, #O. 
4.4.9. Assume I?/O( =m(Q)- 1 = 1. Then, by 4.4.5, Q*(a), =O, if 
lcll= 1 and (a, i) # (a,, i,,), (a,, jO), (y,,, to). Moreover, we have Q*(a,), # 0 
and Q*(c~,)~, #0 by 4.4.3 and 4.4.7. Hence, by 4.4.8, we have 
m(Q*) = 3. 
We also have 
by 4.4.6. 
1 Q(a), =c Q*(a), 13LI = I lx/ = 1 
4.4.10. If IyO 1 = m(Q) - 1 2 2, we get, from 4.4.6 and 4.4.8, 
C Q(a), >, z, Q*(a)i. 
111= I a 
4.4.11. We now finish our proof of 4.2.1. Let 52 be as at the beginning 
of 4.4.2. We put 
N(Q)= C Q(a)iv 
1x1 = I 
which is equal to or greater than 2 by 4.4.2. We prove the non-existence of 
Sz by induction on N(Q). If N(Q) = 2, this follows from 4.4.3. The general 
case follows from the induction assumption, and 4.4.4, 4.4.9, 4.4.10. This 
completes the proof of 4.2.1, and hence, that of 4.1 .l. 
5. VALUES OF BASIC FUNCTIONS 
The basic functions ~7 [e] on the Hecke algebra X were introduced in 
Section 3. Here we prove a simple formula (Theorem 5.3.2) expressing the 
values of XT [S] in terms of Green’s virtual character [“,[6] of 
A 2: GL,(F,). 
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5.1. Let B be the subgroup of G = GL,,(k) (k = F’,) consisting of the 
elements of G of the form 
where 6, , b,, and m are n-by-n matrices over k and 6, and b, are upper 
and lower triangular, respectively. Let P& be the variety of r-stable Bore1 
subgroups of G, i.e., gr = { xBxP I; x E K}. Let u be a unipotent element of 
G which can be written as 
for some UE G. The following results are versions of results due to 
R. Steinberg and N. Spaltenstein (see [4, 5.101). 
5.1.1. LEMMA. (i) Let 
Then 
dim Z,(v) = rank K + 2 dim Bz,,,. 
(ii) 2 dim Cl,(o) n B = dim Cl,(o). 
Proof: Let S be the closed subset of 91r x ?& x Cl,(u) defined by 
S={(B,,B,,y)~~~x~~xCi,(u);y~B~nB~}. 
Let D be the diagonal subgroup of G. For each w E (N,(D)/D),, we define 
Sw by 
Then S is the disjoint union of S,. Hence we have 
dim S > dim S, 
with equality for some w. On the other hand, we have 
dim S= dim Cl,(u) + dim(9&, x $,) 
and 
dimS,,=dimK/(BnwBwP’),+dim(Cl,(u)nBnwBw-I),. 
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Hence 
dim Z,(o) 6 dim D, + 2 dim !?& + dim(U,,), -dim Cl,(u) n (U,“), 
with equality for some w. Here we put 
U, =UnwUw-‘, 
where U is the unipotent radical of B. Hence (i) will follow if we show 
Cl,(u)nU, is dense in U,V (*I 
for some w. But, by 2.2.1(i) and 2.3.4(ii), we can assume that u = uu-’ for 
an upper unitriangular element u of A. Then, if U’ is the unipotent radical 
of Bn A, Cl,(u)nU’n w’U’w’-’ is dense in U’n w’U’w’-’ for some 
w’ E N,(D)/(A n D) c N,(D)/D. Hence (*) holds if one puts 
w = (w’wb)’ W’WbWo, 
where wO is the element of No(D)/D such that U,, = { 1 }, and wb is the 
element of N,(D)/(A n D) such that U’ n wbU’w&-’ = { 1 }. This proves (i). 
(ii) We consider the following morphisms: 
rc,:K-,Cl,(u), X+X~‘UX, 
rc2:K-‘& x+xBx-‘. 
Then r~;‘(Cl~(u) n U) = rr;‘(S?r,,). We denote this variety by Y. We have 
dim Y=dim~;l(CIK(u)nU)=dimCl,(u)nU+dimZ,(u) 
and 
dim Y=dimrc;‘(S?z,,)=dim&77,,+dimBnK. 
Hence 
dim(Cl,(u) n U) + dim Z,(u) = dim 9&. + dim B n K. 
Combining this with (i), we get (ii). 
51.2. LEMMA. Let R be the subgroup of G which consists of the 
elements of the form 
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where I is an upper triangular nilpotent n-by-n matrix over k. Let S he the 
subgroup of K which consists of the elements of the,form 
where m is a symmetric n-by-n matrix over k. Let u he a unipotent element 
of A. Then we have 
{xECl,(uu ~r);~=ur(ur)~‘for~omer~R} 
= suu-‘s-‘;.xS). { (51.3) 
Moreover, as a variety, this is the affine space of dimension dim Cl,(u)/2. 
Proof: By matrix calculations, we see that the right hand side of 
(51.3) is isomorphic to 
{mu - ‘urn; m = ‘m}, 
which is an aftine space. The dimension d, of this atline space depends only 
on the element of 9” corresponding to the A-conjugate class of u, and does 
not depend on the characteristic p of k. Assuming p is large, we have 
d, = dim[Lie S, X] = dim[Lie ‘S, X], 
whereX=uu-‘-l,,ELieGand’S={‘s;sES}. Wealsohave 
dim[Lie;i,X]=dimCl~(uu~‘)=dimCl,(u), 
where ;i = {au’; a E A} c K. Moreover, by (2.3.1), 
[Lie K, X] = 2dim Cl,(u). 
Hence, by using 
[Lie K, X] = [Lie A, X] 0 [Lie S, X] 0 [Lie ‘S, X], 
we get 
d, = dim Cl,(u)/2. 
Thus we have shown that the right hand side of (51.3) is the afhne space 
of the required dimension. Next we prove the equality (51.3). The right 
hand side is clearly contained in the left hand side. Assume that there exists 
an element urO(urO)pT of the left hand side which is not contained in the 
right hand side. Then, since 
a,s(ur,(ur,)~‘) s -‘a<- ’ = suu ‘s-l + c~2(rOr0 ‘- 12,,) 
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for SES and 
( C-‘lZn 0 a, = 0 Cl,, > (CEkX), 
we see that 
d,>dr, (5.1.4) 
where d, is the dimension of the left hand side of (5.1.3). But, by 5.1.l(ii) 
and (the proof of) 3.1.1(i), 
d, < dim Cl,(uu-‘)/2 - dim Cl,(u) n A n B. 
Since we know 
dimCl,(u)nAnB=dimCl,(u)/2 
(this is due to Spaltenstein, see [4, 5.10.21) and 
dim Cl,(uu-‘) = 2 dim Cl,(u) 
(see 2.3.6), we have 
d, < dim Cl,(u)/2. 
Hence (5.1.4) cannot be true. This proves (5.1.3). 
5.2. Let 9 be, as in Section 3, the Hecke algebra X(a) = X(Z,(aa-r), 
Z,(aa-‘)) for a fixed semisimple element a of A. Let A(9) and m<,, 
(x, YEA(Y)) be as in 3.1. 
5.2.1. LEMMA. Let u be a unipotent element of A(9). Then 
,.a = p4, 
u. u 
where e(u) = dim Cl,(,fl,(~)/2. 
Proof When 9 = 2, this follows from 5.1.2. The general case can be 
reduced to this special case (see 2.4). 
5.3. Let V(A(4)) be the set of unipotent elements of A(9). For a 
maximal torus T of A(9), we define a function X,$ on V(A(9)) by 
XT(u) = x; Cm Cul), u E VA(a), 
where x,G [0] is the basic function (see Section 3) on 9 associated with T 
and a character 9 of T. Note that, by 3.2.2, the right hand side does not 
depend on 6. 
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5.3.1. LEMMA. For a maximal torus T of A(9), let &$‘,a’ be the 
function on V(A(.f)) defined by (1.3.1). Then we have 
Xy’(u)= {&“,‘“‘(24)),+,2, u E V(A(9)). 
(See the paragraph just before Proposition 2.3.6 for the notation { .. },+,z. 
See also 1.3.2(vi).) 
A proof of this lemma will be given in 5.4. 
Let [“,‘-“[f?] be the virtual character of A(Y) defined in 1.2. Let s and 
u be the semisimple and unipotent parts of an element x of A(9). We put 
where Z(S) = Z,(,PJs). The notation is justified by (1.2.6). We can now 
state the main result of this section. 
5.3.2. THEOREM. Let 8 be a character of a maximal torus T of A(4). 
Then, for any XE A(Y), we have 
xyw~~~)= ~,JX)I iA,(wubd iyvw) 7,++. 
Proof: By 3.2.2 and 5.3.1, we see that &‘,“‘[O]([x]) is equal to 
c(A(4)) s(Z(s)) times 
But, since [Cl,,,’ (x)1 = IA(-a)/Z(s)l JCl,(,‘(u)(, and since i$‘~“[o](l) = 
.s(A(.Y)) E(Z(S)) IA(S)/Z(s)l,, Qf9),,(1) (see (1.2.7)), we have 
IA(JW(S)I, IClzdu)l QF%xW’ 
=w(m &w) iclA&-)i i”,‘“‘[ei(l)r’. 
Hence we get 
as required. 
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5.4. Proofof5.3.1. By 1.3.2(v), it is enough to prove (I)-(IV) below: 
(I) Xc(u) =X; (u’) if Cla(sJu) = CIA(,fl)(~‘). 
(II) X.G (.) = X”,( .) if T and T’ are A(Y)-conjugate. 
(III) For a fixed UE V(A(Y)), let X;‘(U) be the class function 
w -+ Y;%(u) on W(A(9)). Then X:“(u)-q2”“’ sgn,,,(,,,@rp, is a real 
linear combination of X;‘(u)% such that Cl,(,Y,(u) 6 Cl,Ju). 
(IV) For U, UE V(A(Y)), we have 
W’bWa))l-’ c (ILl,+,~)-‘G&4~;,,W=O 
WE W(A(.P)) 
if CL(&) # CL,,,W 
It is easy to prove (I) and (II). The statement (III) follows from (3.2.1), 
(1.3.2)(iii), 5.2.1, and 3.1.l(iv). It remains to prove (IV). This follows from 
5.4.1. LEMMA. Let T and T’ be maximal tori of A(Y), and (u,} is a 
set of representatives of the unipotent conjugate classes of A(9). Then 
1 (Y - ind uj))’ .Y$ (u,) X,$(U.~) 
= ~IALW~I --I IW)l:L, 
i 
2 . IN( T)/TI if T and T’ are A(9)-conjugate, 
otherwise. 
Here N(T) is the normalizer of T in A(9). 
In fact, by taking the “transposition” of the orthogonality relations stated 
in the lemma and using the fact [17, II, 1.101 that N(T,.)/T, 2: 
Zw(a(.a&4, we get (IV) and 
IWA(4))1-’ 1 IKI&,J;w(42 
W’E W(A(.P)) 
= {IA(~ L~.,#4I -‘>,+,2 
simultaneously. We are now going to prove 5.4.1 by induction on 
dim Z,(a). When this is minimum, i.e., when Z,(a) = A(4) is a maximal 
torus of A, this is trivially true. Now assume for the moment that q is so 
large that there exist characters 8 and 0’ of T and T’ for which [“,‘“‘[e] 
and ~$!“‘[Q’] are irreducible characters up to signs. Then, by 3.3.3(i)(iv) 
and (2.1.3), we have 
z (ind x,X1 x; CQl(Cx,l) x$C@l(Cx,~‘l) 
IWVfW)l .d-’ if [“,(“)[0] = [“,Y)[P], 
0 otherwise. 
(5 4 2) 
. . 
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Here (x,) is a set of representatives of the conjugate classes of A(4), and 
d is the degree of the irreducible constituent of (1 K,4))G(s) corresponding to 
the character xc [0] of the Hecke algebra Y = %‘(G(9), K(9)). By 4.1.1, 
3.3.3, 1.2.11, and (1.2.13)(i), we have 
d= IG(~f)lZG(,p,(ff -‘)ly,, 
where t is an element of T such that Za(,pJt) = T. Since 
IZG(.&-‘)I,‘= ITI ~(lTl,-c,2), 
and 
we see that 
IG(9)lK(.a)l .d-’ =f(q) ITI, (54.3) 
where 
f’(q)= { I~GVTI -’ 14JV:)y-ry~. 
Let s be a semisimple lement of A(9), and (vi} be a set of representatives 
of the unipotent conjugate classes of A(Y(s)) = ZA(,I)(~). We can assume 
that {sui> is a subset of {x,}. We put 
If Cl,(s)n T is empty, then this is zero since x$ [e]([sui])=O by 3.2.2. If 
CIAo,(s) n T is non-empty, we can assume that s E T, i.e., that Tc A(Y(s)). 
In that case, by 3.2.2, 2.4.1, and 2.3.6, we see that a(s) is equal to 
I4=wm)l&~~ IA(S)/Z(s)l: c (Y(s) - ind ui)-’ 
{ 1 xp’,,(u,) xpgu,, qxsx-‘) qys-‘y-1) (1 (54.4) 5, .v 
where the second sum is over x, y E A(dJ))/Z(s) such that XSX-’ and ysy-’ 
are contained in T. Now consider the case when Z(s)=Z,(,,(s) #A(9), 
i.e., when s is not in the center Z(A(Y)) of A(9). Then, by the induction 
assumption, 
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unless x- ’ TX and yP ’ Ty are Z(s)-conjugate. Hence the second sum in 
(5.4.4) can be written as 
c {X$T’,,(Ui)‘~ qxsx-‘) I!-ynxsx-W’)}, 
i n 
where the first sum is over x E ,4(.$)/Z(s) such that xsx-’ E T, and the 
second one is over fitsN(T)/(N(T) nxZ(s)x-‘). By using the induction 
assumption again, we see that a(s) is equal to 
f(q) I(N(T)nZ(s))/TI c 8(xsx~‘)8-‘(fixsx 
( x,n 
if sgZ(A(9)). This can be rewritten as 
where the first sum is over n E N(T)/T, and the second one is over 
s’ E Cl,(&) A T. H ence, if we sum up cr(s,) over a set {s,) of repre- 
sentatives of the semisimple conjugate classes of A(4), we get 
{ 1 
SE Z(A(9)) 
+I- IZ(A(~a))l f(q) INOITI} +f(d~ { 1 d(t) @‘W-‘)} 
= IZV(Jj?)l (41)-f(q) IWWTI)+f(q) WI: 
f~ T 
Here we have used the fact that, when k[“,‘“‘[e] is irreducible, 8” = 8 
(n E N( T)/T) if and only if n = 1. On the other hand, this sum is equal to 
the left hand side of (5.4.2) with T= T’ and 0 = 8’. Hence, by (5.4.2) and 
(5.4.3), this must be equal tof(q) ITI. Hence we get 
dl)=f(q) INWTI. 
This proves the lemma (for large q) in the case T and T’ are A(.$)- 
conjugate. If T and T’ are non-conjugate, the proof can be carried out 
similarly and more easily. To prove the lemma for small q, we argue as 
follows. Let q be a power p’ of a fixed prime p. Let u and u be unipotent 
elements of A(4); then, by Grothendieck’s trace formula (see, e.g., [4, 
Appendix I), mf, can be written as 
p-C& 
I 
with some complex numbers ai, /I, depending only on the A(Y)-classes of 
u and v. Hence, by (3.4.1), the value X$(u) can also be written in a similar 
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way, and the same can also be said for both hand sides of the equality 
stated in the lemma. Since we have already shown that the equality holds 
for large e, it must be true for any e. Hence the lemma is proved for any 
q. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.3.1, and hence, that of Theorem 
5.3.2. 
5.45. COROLLARY (to the proof of 5.4.3). Let T and T’ he maximal 
tori of A(9), and 8 and 0’ be characters of T and T’, respectively. Let {x,} 
be a set of representatives of conjugate classes of A(f). Then 
c (Y-ind x,))’ x,: [~l(chJ) x?wlm,‘l) 
m 
AlA(Y)/Tl -I IA( lA(,a)l:},~,Z.I{nEN(T); Qn=@}l if T= T’, 
if T and T’ are not A(.$)-conjugate. 
6. CHARACTERS OF THE HECKE ALGEBRA X(GL2,(F,), Sp,,(F,)) 
Here we give a simple algorithm (6.2.2, see also its “dual” form 6.3.2) by 
which one can write down the characters of X as linear combinations of 
basic functions. In 6.5, we point out a connection with the theory [ 131 of 
Macdonald’s symmetric functions, and use it to improve our algorithm. See 
6.5.5. Combining these results with Theorem 5.3.2, we get a solution to our 
problem, i.e., the calculation of the character table of the Hecke algebra 2”. 
This is summarized in Theorem 6.6.1. 
6.1. Let q = fin (Q E@~,,~) be an irreducible constituent of (1,)‘. 
Then, by 4.1.1, there exists a unique element Y of @n,, such that R = 2Y 
(see 4.2). Let xY be the character of X corresponding to r] = f &,, i.e., 
Then, by 3.4.3, we have 
XP’ c c(Y @)1?@ (6.1.1) 
@E(b) 
with some c( Y, @) E C. Here Z= Y.Y and (Z) = {a~&~,,; Qi, = E}. Our 
problem is to determine the class function 
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on W(E), for any .S’E @n,, such that Z= Zs. For @, YE (Z), we write 
@6Y 
if and only if 
@(a) < Yu(cr) 
for any OL EO(L). 
(6.1.1) is zero unless @ < Y. 6.1.2. LEMMA. The coefficient c( Y, @) in 
Proof: We can write 
with d( Y, @) E C. By 1.2.13 and 3.4.2, we see that d(@, Y) # 0 implies that 
2Y < (@‘, Q’)‘, i.e., that Y < @. Since (d(@, Y)) is the inverse matrix of 
(c( Y, @)), we get the lemma. 
6.2. For class functions il, and q on W(E), we put 
6.2.2. LEMMA. (i) For each YE (E), there is a unique class function 
d, on W(E) such that 
b) dy=cpy+CDcy e(Y @)cP~,, e(Y @)ER, 
(ib) (dy, d,), = 0 if Y # @. 
(ii) We definef(Y)ER (YE(Z)) hy 
We put 
f(Y)=IW(3mm’ c d,(w)wwCZ,(w) IT,X’ 
IL’ t W( 5) 
cy= f(Y) -I d,. 
Then 
xY= IW~“)l-’ c c&w) %n,,,(w) ITA -’ x”,C@,l T,l. (6.2.3) 
N’E W(9) 
Proof We define a class function cp on W(E) by (6.2.3). If Y and Q, 
481’12Y.2.7 
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are distinct elements of (Z), then xy’ and x@ are distinct characters of H. 
Hence, by (2.1.3), we have 
,z (inda,)~‘X,(Ca,l)X,(Ca,‘l)=O. 
“.‘i 
Hence, by (6.2.3) and 5.45, we get 
(CYT C@), = 0. 
Moreover, by 6.1.2, we have 
with some e’( Y, @) E C. Since Xy,(e) = 1, and since X$ti[tI](e) = 1 for any w 
and 9, we also have 
IW(E)lp’ C c,(w)sgn,(,,(w)IT,I~‘=l. 
H’E W(Z) 
Using these results, we can easily prove the existence part of (i) and (ii) 
simultaneously. The uniqueness part of (i) is trivial. 
6.3. For class functions $ and cp on W(E), we put 
wP),*=lw~)I-’ c ICl(w)cp(w)lT,,I ILl;A/2. (6.3.1) 
n’t W(3) 
6.3.2. LEMMA. (i) For each YE (E), there is a unique class function 
d*, on W(E) such that 
(ia) G=cp,+CQ,ae*(Y, @)‘P~, e*(Y, @)ER. 
(ib) (d*,, dz): = 0 if Y # @. 
(ii) We dejGzef*(Y)ER (YE(E) 
We put 
c$=f*(Y)-’ d*,. 
Then 
XY’IW(3l -l c 4(w) w+&4 ILI& x~JU Ll. (6.3.3) 
w E W(E) 
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(iii) For Y, @ E (E), we have 
(CL c,),=~Y,@ lizdl)l-l fi (cl- 11, 
i= 1 
where (.,.)O=limq,,(.,.), is the ordinary inner product for the class 
functions on W(Z), and 6 Y,Q is the Kronecker’s delta. 
(iv) f*(Vf(W= 112d1)l Xl1 (qi- 11-l. 
(v) c*,(w)= ITw>ly*qZ ITJ’c,(w), WE W(E). 
Prooj For each YE (Z), we define a class function c$ on W(Z) by 
(6.3.3). Then by (2.1.3) (6.2.3), (6.3.3), and 5.4.7, we get 
for any Y, @E (E). Parts (i)-(iii) follow from this and 6.2.2(i). Part (iv) 
follows from (i)-(iii) and 6.2.2, and part (v) from (6.2.3) and (6.3.3). 
6.3.4. COROLLARY. Let E be an element of @US, such that %= .YS. Then 
we have the following: 
I 7 1 (1) xE~=IczI, IcEl,ov-)I~ ILEW(B) I Twl -’ x?$U Tw.1. 
(ii) ,x5 = (ICzl,s),+q2 IW(~)lp’ Cn,EWcEj w,&w) 17’wl;~y2 
x”,C@,I Tw.1. 
ProoJ Note that E”’ (resp. E) is the unique minimal (resp. maximal) 
element of (E). Hence (i) (resp. (ii)) follows from 6.2.3 (resp. 6.3.2) and 
f(Z)= I W(E)1 --I c IT,./ -‘= IC,l, ICEI,.’ 
I(: 
(resp. f*(E)= I W(E)]-‘C,,,sgn,&w) IT,.I,-fy2= (IC,l;‘),+y2). 
6.3.5. Remark. (i) Let c be an irreducible character of A = GL,(F,) 
whose degree is prime to q. Then [ = Ifr [,- for some EE&“,~ such that 
F-7 Ys-Y. By 6.3.4(ii) and 5.3.2, we have 
x,(Cxl)= {Iai( i&Mw~,~,~ 
for any XEA. Thus we have proved the conjecture mentioned in the 
Introduction. 
(ii) In accordance with the decompositions 
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we have 
Here an element i of 9 is considered as an element of ej,,,y by putting 
2 
J*(a)= (o) 
i 
if ~={l}, 
otherwise 
for tx E O(L). 
(iii) By considering the limits q + 1 of dl, for E. E Pn’,, we get the 
character table of the (commutative) Hecke algebra X( W(GL,,), 
W(SpZn)) (W( .) means the Weyl group). See, e.g., [ 121. 
6.4. In Subsection 6.5, we prove some results which complement 6.2.2 
and 6.3.2 using recent results of I. G. Macdonald [13] on symmetric 
functions. Here we review Macdonald’s theory to the extent of our direct 
concern. Let ,4 be the ring of symmetric functions in countably many 
independent variables (x) = (x,, x2, . ..). See [ll, Chap. I]. Let r, t be 
independent variables, and let F= Q(r, t). Define an inner product ( ., . ),,r 
on AF= A 0, F as follows: 
(P;,, PO),,, = 6;.,,z, n c 
i>, 1 -t”” 
A, p E P. (6.4.1) 
Here pi, = ni pz, = ni (x? + x$ + . ), anr is the Kronecker delta, and Z~ 
is the order of the centralizer of an element W;,E S,,, of cycle type 
(E,,) A*, . ..). 
6.4.2. THEOREM. For each 1~9, there is a unique symmetric function 
P, = P,(x; r, t) E AF, homogeneous of degree A, and such that 
(a) P1=mj.+C,,j,aj+m,, a,,EF where m.=xi;lxi*... + ..’ is 
the monomial symmetric function (see [ 111 j. 
1. 
(b) (Pi, Pp)r,t=O if~z~. 
6.4.3. DEFINITION. Let {Q, = Qn(x; r, 2); A E 9) be the basis of A, 
dual to {PA} with respect o ( ., ),,,. 
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6.4.4. THEOREM. Let w,, denote the F-algebra automorphism of A, 
defined by 
%,(Pmw)“-‘~p,, m2 1. 
Then we have 
w,,PAx; r, t) = Qrb; t, r), 
w,,,Q,t(x; r, t) = f’j,s(X; t, r). 
6.4.5. THEOREM. Let 2 E 9. Let s = (i, j) be a square in the diagram of 
i. Define the arm-length a(s) and the arm co-length a’(s) of s in 2 to be 
a(s)=+ j, a’(s)= j- 1; 
and likewise the leg-length l(s) and the leg co-length l’(s) of s in 1, to be 
l(s) = Ai-- i, l’(s) = i - 1. 
(i) Let u be an indeterminate. Define an F-algebra homomorphism 
E . A,+ F[u] by “. f . 
1-u” 
L,,(P,) = 13 m3 1. 
Then we have 
ru’wu _ f(s) 
%rP%(x; r, t) = l-I ru(s)t/(s)+ I _ 1. 
s E % 
(ii) For each 1 E B and each square s in the diagram of A, we put 
b,ds) = bh; r, t) = 
1 _ royw + 1 
1 _ ro(s+l(s) . 
Then Qj. = b, Pj., where 
b2 = b,(r, t) = n b,(s). 
s s i. 
6.5. We now return to the situation described in 6.1-6.3. As in 6.3.5(ii), 
we imbed 9” into @n,, by putting 
if c(=(l}, 
otherwise 
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for CIE O(L). Then Pn = {YE gn,,; YS = (a)}. When E= (n), the inner 
product (6.2.1) for class functions $, cp on W= W(Z) is written as 
($3 d, = IWI -’ c $(w) v(w) n (1 + CP’)), (6.5.1) 
WE w I 
where p(w)= (p,(w), p*(w), . ..)EP~ is the cycle type of w E W= S,. This 
suggests to us to put Y = q2 and t = q in 6.4. In fact, we have: 
6.5.2. LEMMA. We put E= Q(q), considering q as a variable. Let 
A(W), be the set of E-valued class functions on W 2: S,. Define an E-linear 
map 
h: A(W),+A, 
by 
41 ClwCw,) = IZdwN -I PW? WE w, 
where we put pw =prcwj. For 1 E P,, let d, and d,* be the class function on 
W defined in 6.2.2(i) and 6.3.2(i), respectively. Then we have 
and 
h(d.1 = P,(Xi q2T q), (6.5.3) 
h(sgn,Od,*)=f*(~)f(~)-'Q,,(x;q, 2) 
=f*(~)f(~)~'b,(q',q)~'P,,(~;q,q~). (6.5.4) 
Proof: On A(W), and A,, we define scalar products ( ., . )y and 
( ., . )y~,q by (6.5.1) and (6.4.1) respectively. It is easy to see that h preser- 
ves the scalar products. Moreover, as is well known (see [ 11, (7. lo)] ), we 
have 
h( cpi,) = sA (: Schur function). 
Hence, by the definitions (6.2.2(i) and 6.4.2) of d2 and P,(x; q2, q), for a 
proof of (6.5.3), it is enough to show that the transition matrix between 
{sn; AE~} and (ml,; AEC??,} is “strictly upper unitriangular.” But, this is 
again a well-known fact (see [ll, (6.5)]). The automorphism 0~2,~ of A, 
defined in 6.4.4 induces an automorphism of A(W),, which we also denote 
by mq2.q. Then, by 6.3.2(iii), we have 
Hence 
o,z,,c~ = sgn,@ c:, AEP,. 
f(n)~‘w,?,d,=f*(~)~‘sgn,Od,*. 
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By applying h on the both hand sides, we get 
f(A)-’ o~z,~P~,(x; q2, q) =f*(l)-’ h(sgn,@d,*). 
Hence, (6.5.4) follows from 6.4.4. 
The following result complements 6.2.2 and 6.3.2. 
6.5.5. COROLLARY. For A = (L,, 12, . ..) E pn’,, letf(A) andf*(;l) be as in 
6.2.2(ii) and 6.3.2(ii), respectively. Then we have 
and 
f(A)= qn(E.) n (q2U(.s)+IW+ I _ 1)-l, 
5 E i 
f*(n)= qn(j.) n (qWs)+b)+2 _ 1)-l, 
.t E i. 
where 
n(A)=C (i- l)A,. 
(See 6.4.5 for the notations a(s) and I(s).) 
Proof: By putting u = 0, r = q2, and t = q in 6.4.5(i), we get 
h.qpI(x~ cl22 4) = (- 1)” n q2.,,)$::’ 1 _ 1 
s E A 
= (_ 1)” qnv) n (q2”W+‘(“)+ 1_ I)- 1. 
On the other hand, by the definition of E~,~, we have 
&(PJ=n (1 -4 “““)))‘=(-l)“sgn&w) IT,/’ 
for w E W. Since, by 6.5.3, we have 
P,(X; q2, q)= I WI -’ C d,(w)Pw, 
WE w 
we get the formula forf(A) by applying E~,~ on both sides. The formula for 
f*(A) follows from the one forf(A), (6.3.2)(iv), and 
l~2i(l)l’=qd2~) fi tqi- 1) n (q4s)+4s)+l _ 1)-l 
i= I s E 2i 
(see C71). 
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6.6. We now collect our main results concerning the characters of 
X(G, K) in the following. 
6.6.1. THEOREM. (i) The induced character ( 1 K)G (G = G$,(F,), 
K = Sp,,(F,)) is the sum of the irreducible characters + crY ( !P E P”‘,,,; see 
1.2 and 4.2 for the notation) qf G (with multiplicity one). 
(ii) Let xy’ (YE gn,,) be the irreducible character of the Hecke 
algebra X(G, K) corresponding to + czY in the sense ?f 2.1. Then 
where W yu) = IT,, o(L) Siylz), is the Weyl group of the subgroup C, N 
FL GLIy,,,I(F,~E~) of GL(F,), en w(y’,( .) is the signature character of 
W(Y), T,,. (w E W(Y)) are maximal tori of C,, eP is the linear character of 
C, defined in 1.2, x<,[O] is the function on X(G, K) whose values are given 
in 53.2, and cY is the class function on W(Y) defined by the,following rule. 
(iia) CY = @LO(L) CY(&P). 
(iib) Let m be a natural number. Then, for any partition A of m, 
ci, = c,(q) = q n(i.) n (q2”(J)+‘(“)+ 1 - 1) dJq) 
.\ E 2 
(see 6.55 for the notation). Here d;, = d,(q) ()A) = m) are the class functions 
on S, uniquely determined by the properties 
(cpi, (121 = m) are the irreducible characters of S,), and 
1 d,(w)d,(w)n (1 +q’+))=O, if A#v 
W,ESm I 
(p(w) = (pi(w), pL2(w), ...) is the cycle type of WES,). Equivalently, {d,(w); 
IA) = m, w E S,> can also be defined as the transition matrix between 
the symmetric functions p,(x) = ni (x’;’ + x’;’ + . . . ) (x = (x,, x2, . ..). 
P(= (PI> P2, ... )) and Macdonald’s symmetric functions P,(x; q*, q) (See 6.5): 
f’,(x; q*, 9) = IFnI -I 1 d,(w) p,+,(x). 
we.‘?, 
(iii) Let .Z be an element of G$, such that the degree of the 
irreducible character f [,- of GL,( FY) is prime to q. Then 
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where A = { ( ‘0 t); a E GLF,) > ( c= GLF,))> x is any element of A, and 
[Ix] = ind x. exe E X( G, K). 
6.7. Let G = G(q) be a finite group of Lie type, r an involutive 
automorphism of G, and K= G,. In view of the results of this paper and 
those in [2], it is natural to expect that the character theory of the Hecke 
algebra X(G, K) would be very analogous to that of finite groups of Lie 
type developed by Deligne, Lusztig, Springer, Kazhdan, and others (cf. [6, 
4, 161). Assuming, for simplicity, q is large, we conjecture that there should 
exist an irreducible character xF[Q] of &‘= X(G, K) associated with a 
pair (S, 0) of a maximal r-anisotropic torus S of G and a character 8 of S 
such that 0 1 S, = 1 and 
{w E N(JS)/Z(JS); 8” = e> = { 1 }. 
(We do not give the definition of maximal r-anisotropic tori; but, see [ 14, 
191 for the corresponding notion in the context of algebraic groups.) The 
irreducible constituent of (1,)’ corresponding to xF[O] would be of 
degree IG/Z,(S)l,,. We put 
if u is a unipotent element written as u = x,x;~ for some x, E G. Then we 
can ask if the functions XT on V(P) = {U E k’(G); u = xx-’ for some x E G} 
(see 2.3.13) have properties analogous to those satisfied by Green functions 
of finite groups of Lie type, e.g., independence of 8, orthogonality relations, 
polynomial expressions in q, relations with characters of NG(S)/ZG(S), . . . . 
When there exists a r-stable Bore1 subgroup containing a maximal 
r-anisotropic torus, the situation seems to be particularly nice. 
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